THE PROFESSION AS A CHANGE AGENT

INQUIRY
- Constant Leung
- Teacher Sound Byes for Politicians

PROFESSIONALISM
- Mispy Adoniu

EQUITY
- Franklin Téllez
  How do you say... in English?

Collaboration!
- Bridges Not Walls
- Invest in teachers

Professionalism
- Micro: Classroom
- Meso: Policy
- Macro: World

Change
- No universal standardized test scores
- It's our turn

Increase Claims of Impact
- Policy makers
- Why teaching
  - Note: Remember what you are doing

Teachers are change agents
- We have to get political

War of Opportunities!
- It's not about a chair

Teachers change lives everyday
- An ELL included in national curriculum?

Let's take action
- Listen harder
- Associations are the body of the choir
- Teachers are change agents

Vision
- Share worldwide
- Expand understanding